
Challenges of finding properties data
Reasons that it’s difficult to find properties data include:

There are hundreds 
of physical 

properties and 
subproperties

Few databases 
excerpt property 

information 
comprehensively

Crucial data 
appears as 
text and 

numerals

Creating 
effective search 
algorithms is 

complex

Data surfaced 
through internet 

search interfaces is 
usually very limited
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F I N D O U T  M O R E

Elsevier can support librarians in their efforts to help chemistry students 
and faculty in their academic journey. To find out more about how to 
help student build skills in using information tools — and to request a 
consultation — visit us at www.elsevier.com/reaxys/higher-education

S O U R C E S
* Preparing the Next Generation of Chemists: Teaching Chemistry Information Literacy to Digital Natives, 
www.elsevier.com/rd-solutions/industry-insights/other/next-generation-of-chemists

Finding Properties of Substances  
Quickly and Reliably
How to help students use databases to find critical information
Chemistry students have ample access to substance and reaction information, but crucial facts about the 
properties of substances can be the hardest to find.
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If information is in a database, you need to know 
what to search for to find it

Information systems will interpret search words 
literally

If you want to use a source effectively, you need to 
understand its scope and organization

All information sources are not created equal. 
Use different keywords, substances, reactions and 
properties to find information

To choose a source effectively, you need to 
understand the information landscape.*
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How librarians and faculty can help  
Chemistry students need to know how to use databases and other 
information solutions effectively. Here are key five principles to stress:

Effective Property Searches
To find actionable data on the properties of substances, 
students must be adept at using the unique property-
search workflows of information solutions. For 
example, when using Reaxys — Elsevier’s powerful 
database of chemical compounds, bibliographical data, 
and chemical reactions — students should know that:

Combinations of substance 
searches —  for example, 

substructure searches with 
property numeric values within 

text — are possible

Property text terms can be 
searched in substance records

Search Reaxys and Query 
Builder enable user-mediated 

search functionality

Property data can be 
surfaced through text and 

numeric searches
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http://www.elsevier.com/reaxys/higher-education
http://www.elsevier.com/rd-solutions/industry-insights/other/next-generation-of-chemists 

